
Ph.D. Student  
 

Experimental Research in Sensory Disorders 
 

Our laboratory is open to accept a candidate looking for a PhD Thesis project in sensory neuroscience and 
wishing to apply for doctoral fellowships.        
 

Candidates:  
- Degree in biomedical-related sciences (Biomedical Sciences, Biology, Pharmacy, others). 
- Master in Neuroscience or other biomedical research areas. 
- Individuals with a keen interest in the work, learning ability, and responsibility. 
 

Project:  
Impaired function of the vestibular system in the inner ear results in disequilibrium and loss of gaze 

control. One possible cause is exposure to ototoxic chemicals.  While acute high dose ototoxicity is well 
known to induce apoptosis (sometimes necrosis) of the vestibular sensory hair cells, our laboratory has  
discovered in animal models that other phenomena are involved in chronic low dose ototoxicity. The earliest 
loss of vestibular function is reversible, and associates with detachment of the sensory hair cells from the 
afferent neuron terminals (Sedó-Cabezón et al., 2015; Greguske et al., 2019). Afterwards, the hair cells are 
eliminated by extrusion from the sensory epithelium, then causing permanent dysfunction. 

Our current research is devoted to identify the molecular basis of these phenomena and their 
relationship to the functional outcomes at the organism level, as well as to establish their clinical relevance 
by studying human samples obtained during surgical removal of ear tumors. This research will provide a new 
framework to understand vestibular dysfunction, vertigo and age-related loss of equilibrium, and hopefully 
lead to new therapeutic approaches of vestibular pathologies. 

The following techniques will be used: rodent handling and behavioral evaluation, micro-dissection 
techniques, immunofluorescent labeling, confocal microscopy and image analysis, scanning and transmission 
electron microscopy, RNAseq analysis. 

The laboratory has all the requirements for success in fellowship application: the project is funded by 
MINECO and the team is a recognized SGR team by Generalitat de Catalunya. Fellowship options include FI 
(Generalitat de Catalunya), IDIBELL, UB, Institute of Neuroscience of the UB, FPU (Ministerio). Other funding 
options may become available.  
 
Vestibular sensory epithelia by scanning electron microscopy and confocal fluorescence microscopy. 
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